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secondary electrons. These help sustain the discharge. These electrons are accelerated back into the plasma and
trapped in the ExB drift loop. These trapped electrons create ions from a neutral background gas before being
lost.

Investigation of the spatial structure of the magnetron discharge is a way to understanding discharge
dynamics and has important implications for controlling nonuniformity of the target sputtering. Since a principal
virtue of the magnetron is its ability to operate effectively at low neutral pressures and voltages, it is worthwhile
to study mutual relations of discharge phenomena and plasma transport. Numerical models commonly use one
of two basic approaches: kinetic or fluid. Kinetic particle-in-cell (PIC method) Monte Carlo simulations of the
discharge require considerable computer time and memory. Most of this time is consumed by determining the
motion of particles and their collisions with neutral species. Hydrodynamic models significantly reduce
computational costs of numerical simulations in comparison with Monte Carlo codes. Soon a better understanding
of the phenomena may be achieved.

A one-dimensional three-fluid model has been developed for the modelling of a plasma behaviour in a
magnetron [3]. The model includes continuity, momentum transfer, energy balance for electrons and ions as well
as the Poisson equation for the potential. A conception of taking into account two-temperature electrons has also
been worked out. Numerical schemes and elements of a GRAD_1D [4] computational package for the tokamak
edge plasma transport will be used to accelerate the phase of the magnetron code evaluation.

For a comparison with experimental results a project of scientific cooperation with the Institut fur
Plasmaforschung, Universitat Stuttgart, has been developed.
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5.3 Investigation of Discharge Phenomena in an Impulse Plasma Coaxial
Accelerator
by M.Rabinski and K.Zdunek"

A coaxial impulse plasma accelerator [1-2] is used in surface engineering, e.g. the Impulse Plasma
Deposition [3], as an efficient source of mass and energy in the synthesis and deposition of various materials in
the form of layers. A pulse plasma is generated within the working gas by a high-voltage high-current discharge
ignited in the inter-electrode space. Electro-erosion during the discharge enriches the plasma with the electrode
material.

On the basis of earlier observations and a
snow-plow model of current sheet motion, a
physical model of phenomena in such device has
been proposed [4-5]. The selfconsistent model
combines the dynamics of the current carrying
sheet driven by the Lorentz force, with the balance
of magnetic and fluid pressures at the contact
interface, as well as the discharge of a condenser
bank. The even phases of current flow in the
accelerator (the second and fourth half-period)
occur with the change of electrode polarization.
Because of a significant difference in the discharge
pattern caused by the polarity change, as well as
lowering current consecutive amplitudes, the

plasma approaches nearer and nearer range along the electrodes. At the end of each phase, a weakening magnetic
piston slows the current sheet motion, stops it or even causes its reverse movement. This leads to massive electro-
erosion at the sheet foot and, after many discharges, one can observe a characteristic form of the eroded central
rod. Moreover, the alternating direction of the current flow during the termination of consecutive discharges leads
to change in the direction of a central electrode magnetization.

A detailed analysis of the current sheet dynamics has been carried out for different discharge conditions
(see Fig.l). Results of these computations explain some phenomena observed in the device, e.g. the occurrence

Fig.l
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Time evolution of the current sheet shape in the impulse
plasma accelerator (U=6kV, C=100^F, argon pressure -
60Pa).
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of a toroidal ring of a dense plasma in the front of the central electrode. The influence of external electrode
geometry on the parameters of A12O3 coatings was found.
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Fig.l Basics closed free-fell orbits which, depending on the
environment, may represent the hydrogen atom in the ground
state.

5.4 Spin of the Electron in Proton - Hydrogen Atom Collision Theory Based on
Free-Fail Atomic Model Concept
by M.Gryzinski

Investigation based on a classical theory of a localised electron moving according to the laws of
Newtonian dynamics were undertaken to disclose the role of the spin of electron in proton-hydrogen atom
collisions. At first, however, to close many years lasting discussions on the applicability of classical dynamics
to the description of an internal structure of atomic systems, a proof was given that an electron in the hydrogen
atom, as well as in an ionized hydrogen molecule, must be considered as a well defined point like particle,
moving along well defined orbits. Moreover, it has been shown that in the ground state the hydrogen atom
electron moves along almost exactly radial "free-fall" orbits, while in the ionized hydrogen molecule the electron
moves along the shortest distance between the two nuclei [1].

Arguments were presented that a spinless free-fall atomic model is insufficient to describe correctly slow
collisions of heavy charged particles (protons) with a hydrogen atom.

To determine the shape of the ground- (n=3) f { (n=4)
state atom, that is to define correctly initial
conditions for a collision problem, the motion of
a spinning electron in the Coulomb field of
nucleus was carefully investigated. In a particular
case of .electron motion in the equatorial plane of
the electron an analytical solution has been found
describing a free-fall orbit. By performing
numerical integrations of equations of motion for
a spinning electron in a more general case, it has
been found that a few basic closed quasi-free-fall
orbits over which motion can be periodic exist.
Therefore, the orbit can represent the hydrogen
atom in the ground state [2]. Two basic orbits are shown in Fig.l.

The conclusion was drawn that further research aimed at the correct description of collisions with
hydrogen atoms need an extension of the mathematical formalism on Euler equations of motions for spin
coordinates of the electron.
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5.5 Investigation of Pulse Electron Beams and X-ray Polarization in the MAJA-PF
Facility
by LJakubowski, M.Sadowski, E.O.Baronova1' and V.V.Vikhrev"

Measurements of X-rays made it possible to evaluate plasma concentration and electron temperature
values within the hot-spot region. These values were found to be: 102Ocm~3, 1 keV respectively. As a result of
the spectral measurements, performed with two mutually perpendicular X-ray spectrographs, there appears to
be an evident difference between intensities and shapes of the intercombination and resonance lines (ArXVII'P,


